
            Profession-Manager



      «If the team is not a person, making 
decisions,        decisions are never 

taken»

Saying Peter Duker
economist, journalist
 and theorist 
management



      Who is the manager?

This 
production 
management 
and 
ommeratsiey 
in a market 
economy



   What qualities should a                               
manager?



Individual managers are able to:

⚫ Neuro-psychological stability
⚫ Stability of hearing and speech apparatus
⚫ A good long-term memory and



Professional quality management:

⚫ Skill of managing people
(Team work)

⚫ It has strategic, tactical
(Vision of the picture)

⚫ The ability to set goals and achieve them



Personal qualities manager:

⚫ ideology (moral principles)
⚫ The ability for continuous learning (curiosity, because the 

world is changing rapidly)
⚫ Fairness, respect for the rights of other people and 

organizations
⚫ Loyalty -willingness to sacrifice personal interests in the 

case
⚫ Intellectual abilities
⚫ Communication skills (the ability to negotiate, conflict 

resolution skills, the ability to speak in public)
⚫ Elementary Literacy (to make a statement, to place commas 

correctly, read the contract)



 Pros and cons of the manager     
profession

⚫ Pros profession:
⚫ Most of the demand, because the manager 

is required in all areas
⚫ Opportunity for career growth
⚫ Business trips, including overseas
⚫ Interesting dating and chat with different 

people
⚫ Developed confidence



⚫ Сons profession:
⚫ Manager Jobs are often very nervous, 

because he has to work intensively .Inogda 
throughout the day there is no way to escape 
and relax .High pace of work can cause stress

⚫ Monotony, lack of diversity, responsible for 
decision-making in emergency, urgent 
situations, it may affect the health and 
well-being in this profession is not the best 
way

⚫ The lack of sales can significantly reduce 
management salaries

⚫ a high degree of responsibility for the work 
with human RESOURCES, because that is the 
right choice of manager envy the continued 
success of the company





Medical restrictions

⚫ Work is not recommended for 
people suffering from diseases of 
the cardiovascular and nervous 
system, having speech defects 
and physical handicaps




